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My politics stem from my lived experiences of 
being a black working class woman and that’s 
how I consciously and unconsciously enter Equal 
Education (EE) and any other space. We live in a 
patriarchal society and my voice or my body in a 
space doesn’t automatically shift that reality. I do 
recognise that I hold a big responsibility to ensure 
that the young womxn and men of EE are engaging 
and fighting towards the recognition of  feminist 
politics. 

Historically, womxn have  been systematically 
excluded from economic, political and even social 
participation. Therefore, although minor, it is  still 
progress to have womxn in leadership positions. 
We live in an unequal world and so the ultimate 
fight should be to dismantle the oppressive system 
and create a just society for all.

Annah Matlala 
Equal Education Parent Member, 
Gauteng
  
What does it mean to be a womxn that is part of a social 
movement like EE?
Not letting resistance to change take control  by changing 
the mindset that a womxn’s place is in the kitchen only, 
using the opportunity to explore more and being the best 
one can be to empower self and the next womxn by being 
educated and qualified.

Why is it important for womxn to take up space, to lead 
and occupy spaces and be visible?
Gender equity fulfillment. To stand still and take control, 
express our capabilities and embrace the power in us.

Any words of encouragement to any young womxn who 
are facing violence and infringement of their rights?
Don’t be ashamed to speak out or raise your voice and ask 
for help. Let it be you breaking the circle and preventing it 
any further! 
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GENDER-BASED VIOLENCE: Gender-based violence (GBV) is violence 
that is directed at an individual based 

on his or her biological sex OR gender 
identity. It includes physical, sexual, verbal, 

emotional, and psychological abuse.

FEMINISM: 
Feminism is a range of 

social movements, political 

movements, and ideologies 

that aim to define, establish, 

and achieve the political, 

economic, personal, and 

social equality of the sexes.

PATRIARCHY: Patriarchy is a social system in which men hold primary power and dominate in roles of political leadership, moral authority, social privilege and control of property. 
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Teffo Mamaila
Facilitator and former Equaliser 
and National Council member, 
Limpopo
 
There are many causes of GBV against women and 
children. Gender inequality may be the cause as 
most men still have it in their minds that the men 
are the head of the house, so they feel superior 
while they are in the house. They beat their children 
and wife just to prove that as the man he has the 
power. They say they are doing that in order to 
discipline their children and wife.

Tebogo Tsesane
Equal Education Junior Organiser, National Organising
 
[Patriarchy] is a social system in which men hold primary power and dominate in roles of political leadership, moral authority, 
social privilege and control of property. Some patriarchal societies are also patrilineal meaning that property and title are 
inherited by the male lineage.

Patriarchy is a huge issue for our women and children, and marginalised groups because it holds up the traditional male 
qualities as central, while other qualities (those of women and children) are considered subordinate. Men often occupy the 
most important and visible roles (e.g. executive and public leaders) and women who hold these positions are expected to 
subscribe to male norms. Patriarchy tells men that their need for love and respect can only be met by being masculine, 
powerful and ultimately violent. 

This contributes to a high number of male perpetrators, sexual abusers and male bystanders who do little or nothing to 
prevent sexual violence against women and children.
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Ntombi Mngomezulu 

Equaliser, KwaZulu-Natal 
 
What are gender roles and how are these roles a 
continuation of silencing and abusing women ? 
From middle age, males are given duties to govern and be 
head of the households . A few misunderstand these duties 
as time changes and as they become older. Democracy 
gives us rights as women, however men choose and pick 
those who seem to fit their own understanding of these 
rights and ignore those rights that  are vital in protecting 
women and children. 

Many women have been killed by men who do not respect 
women and who think they have the power to assault 
and abuse women and I wish our police and the entire 
government could put drastic measures in place to protect 
women and children from these criminals.  

Women have every right to work for themselves and be 
independent enough to not be with any man. Men must stop 
believing that they are right even when  they are not, they 
must also understand that 

“NO MEANS NO!”  
Once men understand that physical capabilities or 
masculinity does not mean that they are superior, but 
intelligence, dedication and respect for yourself and those 
you love makes a man a real man -  that is when gender 
based violence will be slashed out! 



Schools meals victory for Equal Education members  
and over nine million learners!

#SchoolMealsNow #9MillionMeals #FamiliesNeedNSNP

After hearing from Equal Education’s learner members (Equalisers), from teachers, and from other learners and their families 
around the country, about their experiences of having very little to eat, Equal Education (EE) and two Limpopo school governing 
bodies took urgent legal action against the DBE and eight provincial education departments, to get them to roll out the NSNP to 
all learners that usually received school meals before the national lockdown.  

On 17 July 2020, acting Deputy Judge President Sulet Potterill ruled that Basic Education Minister Angie Motshekga and eight 
Education MECs neglected  their Constitutional duties by failing to roll out the NSNP to all qualifying learners – whether those 
learners were back at school or at home.
 
Judge Potterill ordered the Department of Basic Education (DBE) and provincial education departments to submit plans to show 
how they would roll out the NSNP to all qualifying learners (over nine million learners) within 10 days of the judgment of the court, 
and to after that provide the court with updated plans every 15 days.

The judgment confirms that the right to basic education (Section 29(1)(a) of the Constitution) and the child’s right to basic nutrition 
(Section 28(1)(a) of the Constitution) are interconnected and unqualified rights that must immediately be realised - in other words, 
that the government cannot delay their duties to ensure that learners’ rights to basic education and basic nutrition are met. This 
means that the government must provide for these unqualified rights when parents and caregivers are unable to, such as when 
they cannot afford to. The judgment affirms that nutrition – alongside school infrastructure, textbooks and scholar transport – is a 
central part of the right to basic education.

“I am excited by this judgment but also sad that we had to resort to taking the Minister and the MECs to 

court for what they should have been doing for many learners who benefit and qualify from the feeding 

scheme. This victory comes at a time where many families struggle to access enough food and have to 

choose between buying data or food for their children to learn at home.”  

– Tshepo Mabunda, EE learner member, Limpopo

“I feel very confident about the judgment. Children who come from less privileged households [will] at least have something to eat either at school or at home, so the judgment really came through for a lot of learners across the country. [We should do] follow ups to make sure that learners really do receive such [food] parcels as expected” – Xolani Nkabane, EE post-school youth member, Gauteng
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 Why did Equal Education (EE) decide to conduct  
surveys in school communities?

When the South African government closed schools due to the Covid-19 pandemic in March 2020, we recognised that 
this decision, while necessary, would have a drastic impact on school communities.  Surveys were rolled out across the 
five provinces that we organise in - Gauteng, Western Cape, Eastern Cape, KwaZulu-Natal, and Limpopo - to understand 
how learners and school staff had been affected by the lockdown, and to shape what we expected and demanded from 
the government.

We rolled out three surveys:

Equaliser and principal survey findings 
Covid-19 and  
education surveys:  
sharing our experiences

EQUALISER LOCKDOWN  
SURVEY 

17 to 28 April 2020 

1

PRINCIPAL SURVEY 
26 May to  

4 June 2020 

2

LEARNER SCHOOL SAFETY  
SURVEY   

1 to 30 June 2020 

3

The learner school safety survey
Participants: 485 Grade 7 and Grade 12 learners from 132 schools

We wanted to understand the experiences of learners as they returned to school, including the  
conditions in their schools, the health and safety precautions, and how they felt about being back in school.

Learners reported mixed feelings about returning to school, but 79.6% of learners said they wanted to be at 
school. 

SCREENING AND MASKS
Almost all learners reported that they wore a mask at school, and 95% said that all staff also wore a mask. 

More than 90% of learners reported being screened before entering school. 

HYGIENE
In terms of hygiene, 97%  learners reported having access to water, a clean and safe toilet, and soap 
and hand sanitiser at school. 

PHYSICAL DISTANCING
98% of learners reported that all their classes consisted of less than 40 learners, and 83% reported that their 
school practiced physical distancing all of the time. 

All in all, this survey showed significant compliance with the school reopening regulations, but it is important to 
note that the survey was conducted when only Grade 7 and Grade 12 learners were present at school.
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EE Eastern Cape submits memorandum of demands to  
Eastern Cape Department of Education 

 - Itumeleng Mothlabane, Organiser, Eastern Cape

On  22 July, Equaliser  and Facilitator members of Equal Education in the Eastern Cape picketed at the Eastern Cape Department 
of Education (ECDoE) head offices in Zwelitsha. This picket was to submit a memorandum of demands for toilets and water for 
schools, based on our longstanding demands and the needs that were identified through our surveys. The needs expressed by 
learners and principals  were later confirmed by the infrastructure department of the ECDoE when they told us  that there were 
508 schools in the province without any form of toilets and 1 598 schools dependent on plain pit latrines. This is illegal according 
to the law of the Norms and Standards for Public School Infrastructure but also even worse when you consider the standard 
operating procedures for public schools during lockdown. The standard operating procedures document, developed by the 
Department of Basic Education, explains the approved steps that must be taken to prevent the spread of, and manage cases of 
Covid-19 within the basic education sector.  Clean water and clean toilets are non-negotiables.

During  this picket Equalisers expressed frustration and disappointment in the fact that they have to go back to schools with 
dilapidated infrastructure during a pandemic. Lahluma Tini, a Grade 9 learner from Thembalabantu High School  handed the 
memorandum to ECDoE Deputy Director General, Mr Raymond Tywakadi. We gave the ECDoE 14 days to respond to our urgent 
demands that include the temporary  provision of water and toilets while they produce plans on how they will permanently solve 
the infrastructure problems in the Eastern Cape. And what happened then? Since then the organising team of the Eastern Cape 
has been engaging various stakeholders to put pressure on the ECDoE to provide schools with water and proper toilets. We are 
not satisfied with how slow progress has been.
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Nomzamo Picket Reflection by 
Sikelelwa Mngcutsha, Community 

Leader in the Western Cape 
The planning was a bit rough and difficult due to the fact that it was planned 
during a pandemic. We therefore had very few Equalisers with most of 
them being Leadership Committee members of schools in the Strand 
area. The availability of Equalisers from Nomzamo High School made it 
a bit difficult to engage and make decisions as we only had a few voices.

The presence of Facilitators played a crucial role as they motivated and 
uplifted the learners’ spirits while planning the action. Facilitators attended 
both planning meetings.

Before the action, we met with the principal to let him know our plan of 
action. His response was that he had no issue with that and that the response 
that the school got from the Western Cape Education Department (WCED) 
was that there were plans in place for rebuilding Nomzamo.

The action took place on the 22 July at the Metro East District in Kuilsriver. 
The Leadership Committees of the schools in Strand attended the picket 
in solidarity with their fellow comrades. Facilitators and the EE Organisers 
were there to support this initiative of putting pressure on the WCED. At 
the picket we followed all Covid-19 rules and regulations, and learners 
provided their signed parent consent letters.

Though the WCED people did not give us respectful attention, they 
received the demands. MEC Debbie Schafer told online publication 
GroundUp that there are plans in place [to rebuild the school]. Although 
she also mentioned the concern of budget, she commented publicly that 
there are plans in place. There were few of us in the action, maybe our 
voices were not enough but they heard it enough to receive the demands.
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Mental and emotional wellbeing during Covid-19
Here Equalisers write about mental and emotional wellbeing during this time, and share coping 

mechanisms. To read more of these reflections, ask your Facilitator or Community Leader to send 

you a copy of our April newsletter.

Lihle Kolisi 
Thembalabantu High School, 
Equaliser, Gauteng
 
I have been good, but I am struggling with school 
work and self studying. It is hard these days and my 
coping mechanisms are to meditate, read books, 
listen to music, pray and sometimes take walks.  
When things get back to normal I will be spending 
more time with people I love because I’ve seen that 
life is short - you should do things that you always 
wanted to do and get more involved in making an 
impact in our communities. 

Anathi Plaatjie 

Salt River High School, Equaliser, 
Western Cape. 
 
Having a goal a day helped me alot because I got to 
cover most of my school work that we are given by 
the teacher on the Whatsapp group, even though 
sometimes it’s a struggle with data and network.
It will have a huge impact [when things get back to 
normal] because my parents will have to start again 
by looking for a job, meaning I won’t be getting the 
things I used to get. For the next while it will have 
a huge impact because I will be doing grade 11 
and most of the topics we started via Whatsapp 
and next the teacher will just recap and go on with 
the curriculum ndineworey kakhulu nge pressure 
ezobakhona kum.
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To stand a chance to win  We Should All Be Feminists by Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie,  write a short piece on a 
womxn who inspires you, for any reason, and why. It can be a womxn that you know personally, or a womxn who 

is well-known to the public. The written piece should be no longer than 300 words.

Please WhatsApp your written piece  to Jay-Dee (EE’s Communications Officer) at 082 924 1352 and please 
indicate your name, grade, school and province by no later than Monday 2 November. 

EQUALISER NEWSLETTER EDITORIAL TEAM:
Bayanda Ndumiso (IETU Materials Developer), Leanne Jansen-Thomas (Head of Communications), Jay-Dee Cyster 
(Communications Officer), Itumeleng Motlhabane (EC Organiser), Lungelo Jonas (WC Junior Organiser), Tevin Mahlangu (GP 
Community Leader) and Tebogo Tsesane (National Organising Junior Organiser)

To submit photos, articles, poetry, drawings or feedback on our content and design, send a WhatsApp to 021 361 0127 or 
contact one of the members of the editorial team.

This publication was produced with the financial support of the European Union. Its contents are the sole 
responsibility of Equal Education and can in no way be taken to reflect the views of the European Union.
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BOOK PRIZE

WIN!


